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Abstract

Disrupting the configural context, or relative organization and orientation of paired stimuli, between encoding and retrieval negatively impacts memory. Using univariate and multivariate fMRI analyses, we examined the effect of retaining and manipulating the configural context on neural mechanisms supporting associative retrieval. Behavioral results showed participants had significantly higher hit rates for recollecting pairs in a contextually congruent, versus incongruent, configuration. In addition, contextual congruency between memory phases was a critical determinant to characterizing both the magnitude and patterns of neural activation within visual and parietal cortices. Regions within visual cortices also exhibited higher correlations between patterns of activity at encoding and retrieval when configural context was congruent across memory phases than incongruent. Collectively, these findings shed light on how manipulating configural context between encoding and retrieval affects associative recognition, with changes in the configural context leading to reductions in information transfer and increases in task difficulty.

INTRODUCTION

With respect to memory, context has often been defined as background information that is irrelevant, incidental, or peripheral to the cognitive task being performed (Hayes, Nadel, & Ryan, 2007; Murnane, Phelps, & Malmberg, 1999). Researchers have characterized context in many different ways, including the background color behind an item (Mori & Graf, 1996; Dulsay, 1955), word font style, item color, item orientation (Murnane & Phelps, 1993, 1994, 1995; Graf & Ryan, 1990), and item location on a screen (Murnane & Phelps, 1995). Decades of memory research have shown that item retrieval is more difficult when contextual information shifts such that the congruency between study and test becomes disrupted (Gruppuso, Lindsay, & Masson, 2007; Hayes et al., 2007; McKenzie & Tiberghien, 2004; Macken, 2002; Murnane et al., 1999; Smith, 1979, 1982, 1988; Eich, 1985; Nixon & Kanak, 1981; Mandler, 1980; Godden & Baddeley, 1975; DaPolito, Barker, & Wiart, 1972; Thomson, 1972; Thomson & Tulving, 1970). For example, Nakashima and Yokosawa (2011) found that, when participants were instructed to encode an item placed in the foreground of a scene, memory was poorer for foreground items when the background was removed at the time of test compared to when the background was reinstated at test, suggesting that scene was incidentally encoded alongside the item. Hayes, Ryan, Schnyer, and Nadel (2004) and Hayes et al. (2007) found a similar decrement in memory for item retrieval, also showing that item memory associated with a change in background color at the time of test. Item retrieval absent of the original context in this study was associated with more right-lateralized activity in the parahippocampal cortex (PHC), compared to bilateral activity in the same region when the background remained consistent between encoding and retrieval (Hayes et al., 2004, 2007). The authors interpret this increase in PHC activation in the absence of scenes as evidence that the scenes are being retrieved during item recognition, indicating that they were implicitly bound to the items during encoding (Epstein & Ward, 2010; Hayes et al., 2007; Goh et al., 2004). Thus, past research suggests that reinstatement of encoding background, or context, facilitates item retrieval, and when context is removed, individuals may attempt to retrieve it to support item retrieval.

It has been posited that context reinstatement improves item retrieval because context cues facilitate recollection,
a more deliberate and detailed retrieval process than familiarity (Mandler, 1980; DaPolito et al., 1972). Mandler’s (1980) classic “butcher on the bus” example illustrates this principle by noting a feeling of familiarity may arise when an item, such as one’s butcher, is unexpectedly encountered in an unusual context (the bus), but recollection of the individual’s identity is hindered when the retrieval context is different than the encoding context. In another example, an empirical study of this phenomenon found that, for face–context pairs, switching contexts at test significantly reduced recollection of the face while leaving item-based familiarity intact (Gruppuso et al., 2007). This effect is seen across verbal (McKenzie & Tiberghien, 2004; Thomson, 1972) and visual (Tibon, Vakil, Goldstein, & Levy, 2012; Bar, 2004; Bar & Aminoff, 2003) stimuli. Thus, the absence of contextual information negatively impacts the ability of the retrieval cue to support successful recollection (Tiberghien & Cauzinille, 1979).

Associative memory shows similar declines in accuracy and increases in RT to that of item memory when contextual shifts occur between encoding and retrieval phases, such as when the location and relative positioning of items that comprise the pair are changed between encoding and retrieval (e.g., De Brigard, Langella, Stanley, Castel, & Giovanello, 2020; Overman et al., 2018; Giovanello, Schnyer, & Verfaellie, 2009). Whereas context can be defined as background when referring to item memory, in associative memory, context can refer to the way individual parts of the associative pair are organized with respect to one another. We label the relative organization and orientation of paired stimuli on a computer screen as configural context. When there is a disruption to configural context such that information is shifted from its original presentation format during encoding to a different format at retrieval, memory itself is disrupted (De Brigard et al., 2020; Overman et al., 2018; Siegel & Castel, 2018; Giovanello et al., 2009; Rhodes, Castel, & Jacoby, 2008; Naveh-Benjamin, Guez, Kilb, & Reedy, 2004). For example, in Overman et al. (2018), a change in the configural context (see Figure 1) of face–scene pairs from encoding to retrieval significantly reduced associative hit rates and led to longer RTs. This reduction in behavior occurred although the configural context of the face–scene pairs between encoding and retrieval was irrelevant to the memory decision regarding face–scene associations. Similar results have been observed when the ordering of word pairs or face pairs incurs a similar configural shift between encoding and retrieval (Giovanello et al., 2009; Rhodes et al., 2008). Like the item memory studies discussed above, these findings imply that, in associative memory tasks, a lack of encoding–retrieval congruency of the configural context can negatively impact memory across various stimuli types and complexities.

With respect to the neural correlates underlying contextual changes in associative memory, studies (Giovanello et al., 2009; Hayes et al., 2007; Pihlajamäki et al., 2004) have shown that shifts in the configural context from encoding to retrieval have an impact on activation within the medial temporal lobe (MTL), a region critical to processing associative memory (Achim, Bertrand, Montoya, Malla, & Lepage, 2007; Hayes, Montaldi, & Migo, 2007). For example, simple inversion of word pairs between encoding and retrieval (e.g., a switch from clock–river to river–clock) was found to lead to differences in MTL recruitment during retrieval. Specifically, reversed pairs were associated with greater anterior hippocampal activity, whereas activity for intact pairs was greater in posterior hippocampus (Giovanello et al., 2009). The authors interpreted this finding as suggesting that activity in the posterior hippocampus reflects processing of the exact reinstatement of a study episode, whereas activity in the anterior hippocampus reflects the flexible retrieval of learned associations. Although this study is important in demonstrating the relationship between neural activity at retrieval and behavioral accuracy when manipulating verbal associations, additional replication and expansion are warranted to investigate whether a similar manipulation using complex visual stimuli would result in a similar dissociation within the MTL as well as differences across the larger retrieval network.

Behavioral consequences of shifts in the configural context (e.g., reduced hit rates and increased RTs) suggest that such retrieval is a more difficult retrieval process. Difficulty with respect to memory retrieval has been associated with increased activity across the retrieval network, including

Figure 1. Depiction of task showing both encoding conditions (side-by-side and superimposed) and retrieval conditions as a function of configural context congruency. Encoding trials displayed the question “How welcoming is the face and scene?” and the four response choices below the face–scene pair on every trial. Retrieval trials displayed the text “Please identify the pairings that have been presented previously.” on every trial above the three responses choices: Remember, Know, and New.
increased activity in the medial and lateral pFC, lateral and medial MTL (hippocampus, PHC, and perirhinal cortex [PrC]), ventral parietal cortex, and posterior cingulate cortex (McDermott, Szpunar, & Christ, 2009; Spreng, Mar, & Kim, 2009; Cabeza & St Jacques, 2007; Svoboda, McKinnon, & Levine, 2006). Upregulation of these regions has been interpreted as a need to increase retrieval monitoring and evaluation processes associated with memory decisions of greater complexity. Similar increases in activity within these regions have been observed for successful recollection (Poppenk, McIntosh, Craik, & Moscovitch, 2010; Achim et al., 2007; Johnson & Rugg, 2007; Mayes et al., 2007; Vilberg & Rugg, 2007; Von Zerssen, Mecklinger, Opitz, & Von Cramon, 2001; McDermott, Jones, Petersen, Lageman, & Roediger, 2000; Schacter, Verfaellie, & Pradere, 1996), which itself is a difficult retrieval process that relies on a great deal of monitoring, decision-making, and evaluation (Philatistides, Ratcliff, & Sajda, 2006; Egner, Jamieson, & Gruzelier, 2005; Fellows & Farah, 2005; Ranganath & Paller, 2000).

The benefits of contextual congruency at retrieval are highlighted by the principles of transfer appropriate processing (TAP) and cortical reinstatement. On the basis of the idea that encoding and retrieval processes are interdependent, it has long been suggested that successful memory is associated with the recapitulation of cognitive processes between encoding and retrieval (Ritchey, Wing, LaBar, & Cabeza, 2013; Gisquet-Verrier & Riccio, 2012; Rugg, Johnson, Park, & Uncapher, 2008; Rasch & Born, 2007; Vaidya, Zhao, Desmond, & Gabrieli, 2002; Morris, Bransford, & Franks, 1977; Tulving & Thomson, 1973). In the model put forth by Norman and O’Reilly (2003), not only was encoding–retrieval overlap in activation critical to memory success, but so was the reactivation of encoded representations, reflected in the reinstatement of the pattern of cortical activity encoded at retrieval. The principles of this theory can be tested using encoding–retrieval similarity (ERS) analysis, which evaluates the neural pattern similarity between individual trials across encoding and retrieval (Ranganath & Ritchey, 2012; Rugg et al., 2008; Cabeza, Dolcos, Graham, & Nyberg, 2002; Nairne, 2002).

For example, using ERS, Ritchey et al. (2013) found that overlap in neural patterns within middle occipital gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, and supramarginal gyrus was associated with memory success, suggesting that retrieval-related recapitulation of neural patterns elicited at the time of encoding benefits memory. The TAP theory suggests that this reinstatement should be greater when the configural context is reinstated at retrieval; however, it is unclear how manipulations of contextual congruency affect cortical reinstatement. Like ERS analysis, multivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA) has been able to examine neural processes at the level of cortical patterns of activation. With respect to context processing, MVPAs have been able to discriminate differences in stimulus orientation in visual processing regions (Harrison & Tong, 2009), memories of context locations in parahippocampal gyrus and posterior cingulate (Polyn, Natu, Cohen, & Norman, 2005), and perceptually distinct targets and lures in midline occipital cortex (Bowman, Chamberlain, & Dennis, 2019). The application of MVPA to manipulations of contextual configurations at retrieval is useful for elucidating how context congruency affects neural patterns of activation and, in turn, how these patterns support successful memory.

The current study aims to extend our original work with regard to the role of configural context in associative memory retrieval (Overman et al., 2018) and broadens that of Giovanello et al. (2009) to better understanding the neural signature of contextual reinstatement when manipulating the configural context of complex object pairs from encoding to retrieval. We first aim to replicate previous findings in both the item and associative memory fields, showing that disruptions of context have a detrimental effect on memory retrieval. With respect to the neural basis of associative retrieval across congruent and incongruent configural contexts, we hypothesize that, in line with Giovanello et al. (2009), congruent retrieval will be associated with greater activation in posterior hippocampus, because of the fact that this region has been shown to be involved with processing the exact reinstatement of a study episode irrespective of memory decision (Giovanello et al., 2009). By comparison, we predict viewing pairs in an incongruent configural context will exhibit increased activation in anterior hippocampus (Giovanello et al., 2009). On the basis of the position that incongruent retrieval is a more difficult memory process, we also posit that, compared to congruent retrieval, incongruent retrieval will be associated with increased activity in the anterior cingulate, right inferior frontal cortex, and visual processing regions (Gould, Brown, Owen, Ffytche, & Howard, 2003). If congruency at retrieval is facilitated by the fact that the original encoding context is recapitulated at retrieval, we predict that congruent and incongruent targets should be discriminable with respect to neural patterns representing both types of associations. Furthermore, we would predict greater ERS in neural patterns for congruent compared to incongruent associations across the retrieval network.

METHODS

Participants

Thirty-one right-handed adults were recruited from The Pennsylvania State University community and received $25 for their participation. Participants were screened for history of psychiatric and neurological illness, head injury, stroke, learning disability, medication that affects cognitive and physiological function, and substance abuse. On the day of the study, all participants provided written informed consent for a protocol approved by The Pennsylvania State University institutional review board. All participants were native English speakers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All participants were enrolled in college or postgraduate education. Three participants were removed from the study because of claustrophobia issues during scanning; one
because of excess movement in the scanner; and one be-
cause of misunderstanding the paradigm. Thus, the re-
ported results are based on data from 26 participants (19
women; age: $M = 20.5$ years, $SD = 1.95$ years).

**Stimuli**

Stimuli consisted of 170 color photographs of faces and 170
color photographs of scenes paired together. Face stimuli
consisted of both male and females faces, each exhibiting
a neutral expression, taken from the following online data-
bases: the Color FERET Database (Phillips, Moon, Rizvi, &
Rauss, 2000), adult face database from Dr. Denise Park’s lab-
orate (Minear & Park, 2004), the AR Face Database
(Martinez & Benavente, 1998), and the FRI CVL face data-
base (Solina, Peer, Batagelj, Juvan, & Kovač, 2003). Scene
stimuli consisted of outdoor and indoor scenes collected
from an Internet image search. Using Adobe Photoshop
CS2 Version 9.0.2 and Irfanview 4.0 (www.irfanview.com/),
we edited face stimuli to a uniform size (320 × 240 pixels)
and background (black), and scene stimuli were standard-
ized to 576 × 432 pixels.

During encoding, half of the face–scene pairs were
presented side by side; and the other half, with the face
superimposed on top of the scene (see Figure 1). At re-
trieval, half of the pairs were present in a manner congru-
ent with their original contextual configuration; and the
other half, in the opposite configuration (i.e., incongru-
ent contextual configuration). Each encoding and retrieval
block consisted of 36 total pairs. Within the 36 pairs per
retrieval block, 10 were lures (five of which were side-by-
side configured and five of which were superimposed con-
figured) in which the face was rearranged with a different
scene than was originally presented at encoding. During
encoding, pairs were presented for 4 sec and for 4 sec
at retrieval. A jittered ISI (2–8 sec) separated the presenta-
tion of each image. Each encoding and retrieval block lasted
4 min 18 sec. A second version of this task was created to
counterbalance the design such that the same stimuli were
presented in the opposite configuration across versions
(e.g., a face–scene pair presented side by side in Version
A was presented as superimposed in Version B).

**Procedure**

The encoding phase of this experiment was reported in
Dennis et al. (2019). Before scanning, all participants prac-
ticed several trials of encoding and retrieval. Participants
were encouraged to ask questions during this time. The
scanning session began with a structural scan (magnetiza-
tion prepared rapid gradient echo) that took approximately
7 min. During this time, the participants were asked to re-
main as still as possible. After the structural scan, partici-
pants completed five encoding and five retrieval blocks
presented in an alternating order. Instruction screens were
presented before each block reiterating the verbal instruc-
tions participants received before entering the scanner.

Presentation of all instruction screens was self-paced,
meaning that the participants pressed “1” on the handheld
button box to advance to the next screen when they read
the instructions and were ready to begin the task. When the
instruction slides appeared on the screen, the participant
was asked to explain the instructions verbally before pro-
ceeding with the experiment to verify an accurate under-
standing of the task.

After advancing past the instruction slides in encoding,
the participant was presented with a series of face and scene
pairings displayed on the screen in either an item–item or
an item–context configuration. Each pair was presented for
4 sec, during which time the participant responded to the
question “How welcoming are the scene and face?” pre-
sent in text below each pair by utilizing a rating scale
from 1 to 4 (1 = not at all, 4 = very) and making a key-
press on their handheld button box. The instructions em-
phasized that the participants should choose the rating
based on how welcoming the face and scene pairing was
together to facilitate encoding of both the face and the
scene, rather than only one or the other. This question also
helped ensure that participants paid attention to the scene,
even when it was configured behind the face in the item–
context condition because we did not want the scene to be
incidentally encoded while the face was intentionally en-
coded. Across versions, faces and scenes were counterba-
anced for their inclusions in either an item–item or an
item–context pair. No differences across versions were noted,
and all analyses were collapsed across versions.

Each encoding block was followed by a retrieval block.
Similar to encoding, each face–scene pair at retrieval was
presented for 4 sec. During this time, participants were
asked to respond to the question: “Please identify the pair-
ings that have been presented previously.” Displayed below
the question were the following choices: 1 = remember,
2 = know, and 3 = new. A remember–know–new design
was chosen to isolate recollection-related activity, associ-
ated with “remember” responses, from that of familiarity,
associated with “know” responses. This distinction has
shown to be critical when assessing memory-related ac-
tivity particularly within the MTL (Yonelinas et al., 2007;
Yonelinas, Otten, Shaw, & Rugg, 2005; Yonelinas, 2002).
Participants were instructed to make their memory judg-
ments based on the co-occurrence of the face and scene
and not to base their judgments on the configuration of
the display. Specifically, participants were instructed to
select “Remember” if they were able to retrieve details of
the face and scene appearing together at study, select
“Know” if they thought the face and scene appeared to-
gether previously but they could not remember specific
details about the original appearance, and select “New” if
they believe that the face–scene pair appeared together pre-
viously. Thus, whether a retrieval configuration was con-
gruent or incongruent, the Remember/Know/New labels
applied equally to both types of configurations, with a par-
ticipant’s response simply dependent on the vividness of
their memory. Similar to encoding, all responses were made
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using the button box (only retrieval data are analyzed in the current analysis). With respect to retrieval configurations, half of the trials were congruent with their encoding configuration and half were incongruent (such that a side-by-side trial at encoding was presented as a superimposed trial at retrieval).

**Image Acquisition**

Structural and functional images were acquired using a Siemens 3-T scanner equipped with a 12-channel head coil, parallel to the AC–PC plane. Structural images were acquired with a 1650-msec repetition time, a 2.03-msec echo time, a 256-mm field of view, a 2562 matrix, 160 axial slices, and a 1.0-mm slice thickness for each participant. Echoplanar functional images were acquired using a descending acquisition, a 2500-msec repetition time, a 25-msec echo time, a 240-mm field of view, a 802 matrix, a 90° flip angle, and 42 axial slices with a 3.0-mm slice thickness resulting in 3.0-mm isotropic voxels.

**Image Processing**

For univariate analyses, raw anatomical and functional images were first skull stripped using the Brain Extraction Tool (Smith, 2002) in the FMRIB Software Library (FSL) Version 5.0.10 (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). FSL’s MCFLIRT function (Jenkinson, Bannister, Brady, & Smith, 2002) was then applied for realignment and motion correction within each functional run. All volumes were aligned to the middle volume of the middle run of encoding. The realigned functional images were then processed by FSL’s FMRI Expert Analysis Tool (Woolrich, Ripley, Brady, & Smith, 2001), where they were high-passed filtered and spatially smoothed at 6-mm FWHM. These data were then prewhitened to account for temporal autocorrelations within voxels. Finally, the structural data underwent nonlinear transformation into the standardized Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space by using the warping function in FSL’s FNIRT (Andersson, Jenkinson, & Smith, 2010). For multivariate analyses, the raw data underwent the exact same steps as above, absent smoothing.

**Behavioral Analyses**

All behavioral analyses were conducted in RStudio (www.rstudio.com; RStudio Team, 2018). Because this study aimed to examine pure associative memory, behavioral and neuroimaging analyses were focused on accurately recollected memory decisions. To test for congruency-related differences in memory, recollection values were entered into a paired-samples t test. RTs for configururally congruent and incongruent recollection were subjected to t tests to examine whether differences in visual presentation affect processing speed. Last, RTs were correlated against recollection rates to examine whether there is a speed-accuracy trade-off.

**Univariate Analyses**

At the first level, trial-related activity was modeled in SPM12 using two general linear models (GLMs) with a stick function corresponding to trial onset convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function. To address our first aim, namely, to better understand the neural signature of contextual reinstatement when manipulating the configural presentation of complex object pairs from encoding to retrieval, two second-level random effects GLMs were created, and one-sample t tests were conducted to investigate contrasts of interest. The first model focused on two trial types of interest: (1) congruent targets, which were defined as any target trial presented in a congruent visual presentation from encoding, and (2) incongruent targets, which were defined as any target trial presented in an incongruent visual presentation from encoding. Configurally congruent and incongruent targets contained two regressors that were combined at the contrast stage: side-by-side congruent and superimposed congruent for the former, and side-by-side incongruent and superimposed incongruent for the latter. All lures were coded as a regressor of no interest.

The second model focused on four trial types of interest: (1) congruent recollection, which were defined as “Remembered” trials that were configurally congruent with encoding; (2) incongruent recollection, which were defined as “Remembered” trials that were configurally incongruent from encoding; (3) combined familiar, which were defined as targets in which participants accurately responded “Know”; and (4) combined miss, which were defined as targets that participants misidentified as “New.” Similar to the above model, congruent and incongruent recollection contained two regressors: side-by-side congruent and superimposed congruent for the former, and side-by-side incongruent and superimposed incongruent for the latter. With respect to Trial Types 3 and 4, low trial counts in the “Know” responses precluded us from modeling, and examining, familiarity within each visual condition. Thus, the decision was made to isolate recollection-related activity for each condition of interest and combine Know and New responses within each condition to create an “Other” regressor for contrasting recollection in obtaining recollection success effects. All other trial types, along with no response trials, were coded together as a regressor of no interest.

On the basis of our a priori hypotheses regarding the role of MTL subregions in processing congruent and incongruent trials, we investigated all univariate and multivariate effects within the bilateral hippocampus, PHC, and PrC. The hippocampus and PHC masks were derived from the AAL PickAtlas (Lancaster et al., 2000), and the bilateral PrC mask was taken from Holdstock, Hocking, Notley, Devlin, and Price (2009).

For all univariate contrasts, we employed Monte Carlo simulations as implemented by 3dClusSim in AFNI Version 16.0 (Cox & Hyde, 1997), to determine activation that was corrected for multiple comparisons at p < .05, using an uncorrected p threshold (p < .005). An additional simulation was run to determine a correction specific to the MTL.
Multivariate Pattern Classification and Analysis

To estimate neural activity associated with individual trials, an additional GLM was estimated in SPM12 defining one regressor for each trial at retrieval (170 in total). An additional six nuisance regressors were included in each run corresponding to motion. Whole-brain beta parameter maps were generated for each trial at retrieval for each participant. In a given parameter map, the value in each voxel represents the regression coefficient for that trial’s regressor in a multiple regression containing all other trials in the run and the motion parameters. These beta parameter maps were next concatenated across runs and submitted to the CoSMoMVPA toolbox (Oosterhof, Connolly, & Haxby, 2016) for pattern classification analyses. Given our interest in determining which region in the associative retrieval network discriminated between congruent and incongruent targets, separate classification accuracies were computed in ROIs previously identified as critical to associative memory retrieval. These include separate predictions within the aforementioned regions in the MTL (bilateral hippocampus, PHC, and PrC), pFC, posterior parietal cortex, early visual cortex, and late visual cortex. Regions that comprised pFC were first identified from meta-analyses of memory, including inferior, medial, and middle frontal gyri (Maillet & Rajah, 2014; Kim, 2011). These regions were then identified in AAL PickAtlas using anatomically defined boundaries identified by the anatomical labeling to create a single ROI for pFC. Because of our previous work indicating that encoding configuration significantly influences patterns of neural activity in the inferior occipital cortex (IOC; Brodmann’s area [BA] 17/18) and middle occipital cortex (MOC; BA 19; Dennis et al., 2019), these regions were also selected using the AAL PickAtlas. Finally, parts of the posterior parietal cortex, including BAS 5 and 7, were chosen based on previous work that showed consistent involvement of these regions in memory retrieval (Sestieri, Shulman, & Corbetta, 2017; Davis, Dennis, Daselaar, Fleck, & Cabeza, 2008; Wagner, Shannon, Kahn, & Buckner, 2005). Along with this, recent MVPA studies suggest that regions within the posterior parietal cortex, which includes the angular gyrus, BA 5, and BA 7 (Brodt et al., 2018; Sestieri et al., 2017), can represent content-specific episodic information during retrieval (Kuhl & Chun, 2014; Xue et al., 2013). We therefore created a posterior parietal mask using bilateral angular gyrus, BA 5, and BA 7 labels again using the AAL PickAtlas.

Classification analyses were computed for retrieval runs using a support vector machine classifier with a linear kernel using all voxels within an ROI (Mumford, Turner, Ashby, & Poldrack, 2012). Training and testing followed an \( n - 1 \) cross-validation procedure with four runs used as training data and one run used as testing data. Group-level results were generated from averaging across validation folds from all possible train-data/test-data permutations from the individual participant level. We first tested whether a classifier was significantly able to discriminate between all configurationally congruent and incongruent targets above theoretical chance (two trial types; 50%) using a one-tailed one-sample \( t \) test for classification accuracy within each ROI. We also ran a separate analysis that tested whether a classifier was accurately able to discriminate above theoretical chance between targets presented across the four configural trial types (side-by-side congruent, side-by-side incongruent, superimposed congruent, and superimposed incongruent; 25%) using a one-tailed one-sample \( t \) test for classification accuracy within each ROI. Last, to assess whether classifier accuracy was related to behavioral performance, separate repeated-measures ANOVAs were computed for each ROI that contained significant classification with overall recollection rates as the dependent measure.

All significant findings were confirmed using permutation testing to correct for the occurrence of false positives (Itzel & Braver, 2013; Stelzer, Chen, & Turner, 2013; Gaonkar & Davatzikos, 2012; Kriegeskorte, Goebel, & Bandettini, 2006). Specifically, we ran a follow-up test that repeatedly randomized the retrieval labels and reran the classification analysis on the permuted data. This was done 1000 times for each significant region to produce a null distribution that simulates the potential accuracy scores that could be obtained if the retrieval manipulation had no effect (Dennis et al., 2019).

ERS Analysis

To examine whether shifts in the configural context had an effect on the similarity of target representations between encoding and retrieval, we directly compared neural patterns of activation between encoding and retrieval across configurationally congruent and incongruent conditions. On the basis of our previous work indicating that encoding configuration (i.e., side-by-side, superimposed) significantly influences patterns of neural activity during encoding (Dennis et al., 2019), we separated all targets into four conditions of interest: side-by-side congruent targets, superimposed congruent targets, side-by-side incongruent targets, and superimposed incongruent targets. Activation for each individual trial for a given condition at encoding was correlated with every trial of the same type at retrieval (e.g., targets at encoding that were presented as a side-by-side configuration that were congruently re-presented as side-by-side at retrieval). This resulted in similarity scores, as operationalized by Pearson’s \( r \) correlation values, for each trial. The correlations were then averaged within condition for each participant. Group-level results were generated from averaging within condition across all participants.

RESULTS
Behavioral

A paired-samples \( t \) test comparing the effect of retrieval presentation on recollection rates revealed that participants recollected significantly more configurationally congruent pairs \( M_{\text{recollection}} = 68.53\%, SD_{\text{recollection}} = 13.30\% \) than incongruent
pairs (M_{recollection} = 54.43\%, SD_{recollection} = 15.76\%), t(25) = 6.34, p < .001, 95% CI [0.10, 0.19]. The same pattern of results emerged for a t test comparing corrected recollection rates (recollection rate − false alarm rates), such that the corrected recollection rates were significantly higher for configurally congruent pairs (M_{corrRecollection} = 61.54\%, SD_{corrRecollection} = 13.63\%) than incongruent pairs (M_{corrRecollection} = 50.00\%, SD_{corrRecollection} = 15.14\%), t(25) = 5.25, p < .001, 95% CI [0.07, 0.16]. Another paired-samples t test revealed participants false alarmed to congruently presented pairs (M_{recollection} = 18.20\%, SD_{recollection} = 8.46\%) more often than incongruently presented pairs (M_{recollection} = 14.18\%, SD_{recollection} = 7.91\%), t(25) = 4.26, p < .001, 95% CI [0.02, 0.06]. RT also significantly differed for recollection between conditions, such that participants were faster at recollecting congruently presented trials (M = 1.69 sec, SD = 0.30 sec) than incongruently presented trials (M = 1.87 sec, SD = 0.37 sec), t(25) = −0.24, p < .001, 95% CI [−0.24, −0.12]. Last, higher overall recollection rate was significantly correlated with faster RT (r = −.36, p < .01).

For the sake of thoroughness, we also computed adjusted familiarity hit rate [pKnow/(1−pRemember)] and adjusted familiarity false alarm rate [pKnow FA/(1−pRemember FA)]. There was no significant difference in the identification of configurally congruent pairs as familiar (using the “know” response; M_{adjustedFamiliarity} = 42.90\%, SD_{adjustedFamiliarity} = 15.18\%) compared to configurally incongruent pairs (M_{adjustedFamiliarity} = 44.77\%, SD_{adjustedFamiliarity} = 14.60\%), t(25) = 1.60, p = .12, 95% CI [−0.01, 0.11]. Similarly, there was no significant difference

**Figure 2.** Whole-brain activity for (A) congruent and incongruent targets and (B) congruent and incongruent recollection at retrieval. Red = greater activity for congruent compared to incongruent; blue = greater activity for incongruent > congruent.
### Table 2. Congruency Activation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Congruent &gt; Incongruent</th>
<th>MNI Coordinates</th>
<th>Incongruent &gt; Congruent</th>
<th>MNI Coordinates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recollection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caudate nucleus</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior frontal gyrus, medial</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle temporal gyrus</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parahippocampal gyrusa</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recollection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior parietal gyrus</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior parietal gyrus</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior frontal gyrus, opercular part</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle frontal gyrus</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior frontal gyrus, triangular part</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusiform gyrus</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebellum</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior temporal gyrus</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior temporal gyrus</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial prefrontal gyrus</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle temporal gyrus</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angular gyrus</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle cingulate gyrus</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle temporal gyrus</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuneus</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the table, x, y, and z represent peak MNI, and k indicates cluster extent. H = hemisphere (L = left; R = right); t = statistical t value.

*a Corrected at MTL threshold.*
in the false alarm rate of familiarity to configurally congruent pairs ($M_{\text{adjusted Familiarity FA}}$ = 12.07%, $SD_{\text{adjusted Familiarity FA}}$ = 8.36%) compared to familiarity for configurally incongruent pairs ($M_{\text{adjusted Familiarity FA}}$ = 10.20%, $SD_{\text{adjusted Familiarity FA}}$ = 8.31%), $t(25) = 1.75, p = .09$, 95% CI [0.00, 0.04] (see Table 1 for a depiction of all behavioral results).

### Univariate

Overall successful recollection exhibited neural activity within the typical associative memory network, including bilateral occipital cortex, bilateral superior parietal cortex, bilateral medial and superior pFC, left PHC, and right hippocampus. Although retrieval success was not a planned analysis, we conducted the analysis to confirm the success of our task design in achieving typical recollection-related activity throughout the associative retrieval network.

Examination of the effect of configural congruency found that congruent compared to incongruent targets exhibited significantly greater activation in right medial superior frontal gyrus, bilateral middle temporal gyrus, left angular gyrus, and left cuneus. Alternatively, incongruent compared to congruent targets exhibited significantly greater activation in bilateral middle frontal gyrus, right inferior frontal gyrus, right middle cingulate gyrus, bilateral posterior parietal cortex, left inferior temporal gyrus, and left cerebellum. Neither contrast exhibited significant differences in MTL activation.

When focusing on recollection-related activation, successful recollection in the congruent compared to incongruent condition exhibited significantly greater activity in the right medial superior frontal gyrus, left middle temporal gyrus, and left caudate nucleus. The reverse contrast showed that incongruent compared to congruent recollection elicited greater activity in bilateral posterior parietal cortex, bilateral inferior frontal gyrus, right middle frontal gyrus, right fusiform gyrus, right cerebellum, and bilateral inferior temporal gyrus. Within the MTL, congruent recollection exhibited significantly greater activity than incongruent recollection in the left PHC. There was no greater activity for incongruent recollection compared to congruent recollection in any MTL region. See Figure 2 and Table 2 for a depiction of all univariate results.

### MVPA

We first examined whether there was an effect of configural congruency on classification of targets at retrieval, irrespective of the trial’s encoding configuration (i.e., side-by-side or superimposed configuration). No region showed significant above-chance classification. Two regions had marginally significant accuracy (IOC: $M_{\text{accuracy}} = 0.52$, $t(25) = 1.99, p = .057$; posterior parietal cortex: $M_{\text{accuracy}} = 0.53$, $t(25) = 2.05, p = .051$).

On the basis of our previous work showing that the configural context at encoding is a critical factor in classifying neural patterns of activation (Dennis et al., 2019), we next examined the effect of configural congruency on classification considering the configural context at encoding. Specifically, we examined whether a classifier could accurately classify targets based on the four conditions of interest above theoretical chance (25%) in each ROI. The classifier was able to accurately predict retrieval condition above chance in the IOC ($M_{\text{accuracy}} = 0.31$, $t(25) = 8.12, p < .001$), MOC ($M_{\text{accuracy}} = 0.36$, $t(25) = 10.86, p < .001$), and posterior parietal cortex ($M_{\text{accuracy}} = 0.29$, $t(25) = 4.05, p < .001$). The classifier was marginally above chance in pFC ($M_{\text{accuracy}} = 0.27$, $t(25) = 1.89, p = .07$). It also fell significantly below chance in the PHC ($M_{\text{accuracy}} = 0.23$, $t(25) = -2.10, p = .047$). No other region reached significance. In none of the foregoing regions did classification accuracy correlate with recollection rates. All multivariate results reported above were confirmed through permutation testing. See Table 3 for a depiction of all MVPA results.

### ERS

We examined the effect of contextual congruency and configural context on neural pattern similarity for targets by computing Pearson’s $r$ correlation values for each target type (side-by-side congruent, superimposed congruent, side-by-side incongruent, and superimposed incongruent) between encoding and retrieval for each ROI. We then computed a repeated-measures ANOVA to determine whether

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Classifier Accuracy at Retrieval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classifier Accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Combined (chance = 0.50)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior parietal cortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PrC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pFC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Separate (chance = 0.25)**            |     |           |
| IOC                  | 0.309 | 8.12 | .000 |
| MOC                  | 0.36  | 10.86 | .000 |
| Posterior parietal cortex | 0.293 | 4.03 | .000 |
| HC                   | 0.246 | -0.61 | .549 |
| PHC                  | 0.233 | -2.10 | .046 |
| PrC                  | 0.246 | -0.52 | .605 |
| pFC                  | 0.272 | 1.89 | .071 |

Results of a one-sample $t$ test for classifier accuracy. All $df = 25$. Combined = combined congruent vs. combined incongruent targets; Separate = congruent side-by-side vs. congruent superimposed vs. incongruent side-by-side vs. incongruent superimposed; posterior parietal cortex = angular gyrus and BA 5/7; HC = hippocampus.
pattern similarity within each ROI significantly differed based on target type. We also corrected for multiple comparisons across the four conditions within ROI using the Bonferroni method (significance at \( p < .0125 \)). There was no significant effect of Target Type within the IOC, \( F(3, 23) = 10.07, p < .001 \), and the MOC, \( F(3, 23) = 28.07, p < .001 \) (Figure 3). Pattern similarity did not significantly differ between target type in any other region, nor did the ERS of any target type within the IOC or MOC significantly predict or correlate with recollection.

Paired-samples \( t \) tests were used to make post hoc comparisons between conditions in the IOC and MOC. Using the same corrected significance threshold as above, ERS within the IOC significantly differed for side-by-side congruent and side-by-side incongruent targets, \( t(26) = 3.97, p < .001 \), as well as superimposed congruent and side-by-side incongruent targets, \( t(26) = 4.02, p < .001 \). Within the MOC, ERS significantly differed for side-by-side congruent and side-by-side incongruent targets, \( t(26) = 7.88, p < .001 \); superimposed congruent and side-by-side incongruent targets, \( t(26) = 6.48, p < .001 \); side-by-side congruent and superimposed incongruent targets, \( t(26) = 5.24, p < .001 \); and superimposed congruent and superimposed incongruent targets, \( t(26) = 4.02, p < .001 \). See Table 4 for all pairwise comparisons and Figure 3 for a depiction of ERS results.

**DISCUSSION**

The focus of the current investigation was to examine the behavioral and neural differences associated with maintaining and manipulating configural context when remembering associative pairs. Behaviorally, participants recollected, and false alarmed, significantly more for associative pairs when the configural context was maintained between encoding and retrieval than when there was a disruption to the configural context. Remembering congruent pairs was also associated with faster RTs compared to remembering associates when the contextual congruency with encoding was disrupted. Furthermore, manipulations of contextual congruency affected neural activation across the retrieval network. Specifically, viewing contextual congruent targets at retrieval was associated with greater activation within the visuospatial processing network (Kravitz, Saleem, Baker, & Mishkin, 2011), including right medial superior frontal gyrus, bilateral

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IOC</th>
<th>( t )</th>
<th>( p ) Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Side-by-side congruent – superimposed congruent</td>
<td>-1.70</td>
<td>.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side-by-side congruent – side-by-side incongruent</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td><strong>.001</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side-by-side congruent – superimposed incongruent</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superimposed congruent – side-by-side incongruent</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td><strong>.000</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superimposed congruent – superimposed incongruent</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side-by-side incongruent – superimposed incongruent</td>
<td>-2.50</td>
<td>.019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MOC</th>
<th>( t )</th>
<th>( p ) Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Side-by-side congruent – superimposed congruent</td>
<td>-1.71</td>
<td>.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side-by-side congruent – side-by-side incongruent</td>
<td>7.88</td>
<td><strong>.000</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side-by-side congruent – superimposed incongruent</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td><strong>.000</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superimposed congruent – side-by-side incongruent</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td><strong>.000</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superimposed congruent – superimposed incongruent</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td><strong>.000</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side-by-side incongruent – superimposed incongruent</td>
<td>-1.59</td>
<td>.123</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pairwise comparisons for ERS correlations within regions that produced a main effect of configural context.

Table 4. Pairwise Comparisons for ERS Correlations

---

Figure 3. ERS for targets broken down by condition in the IOC and MOC.
middle temporal gyrus, left angular gyrus, and left cuneus, whereas incongruent targets compared to congruent targets exhibited significantly greater activation across a frontoparietal monitoring network (Iidaka, Matsumoto, Nogawa, Yamamoto, & Sadato, 2006), including bilateral middle frontal gyrus, right inferior frontal gyrus, right middle cingulate gyrus, and bilateral superior/inferior parietal lobule. When examining the effect of configural context within recollection, recollection associated with congruent compared to incongruent pairs exhibited significantly greater activity in the left PHC, right medial superior frontal gyrus, left middle temporal gyrus, and left caudate nucleus. The reverse contrast showed that recollection associated with incongruent compared to congruent pairs again elicited greater activity across the frontoparietal monitoring network, including bilateral posterior parietal cortex, bilateral inferior frontal gyrus, and right middle frontal gyrus. Finally, we also showed that both configural context and contextual congruency were critical determinants to characterizing patterns of neural activation within visual and parietal cortices. The aforementioned visual regions also had significantly different patterns of activity across encoding and retrieval for congruent and incongruent associative targets. Taken together, our results support our hypothesis that contextual congruency at retrieval affects both behavior and neural processing within associative memory.

Behaviorally, our results are consistent with the larger literature indicating that context is important in memory retrieval (Tibon et al., 2012; Gruppuso et al., 2007; Bar, 2004; Bar & Aminoff, 2003; Mandler, 1980; DaPolito et al., 1972). Specifically, participants exhibited lower recollection rates and slower RTs for associations that were presented in a configural context that was incongruent with respect to how the pair was learned at encoding compared to pairs in which the configural context was consistent with that of encoding. Replicating our previous work examining contextual congruency (Overman et al., 2018), this suggests there is increased difficulty involved with retrieval of associative information when contextual congruency is disrupted between study and test. Collectively, our results add to the long-standing literature highlighting the benefits of context reinstatement to memory (Gruppuso et al., 2007; Hayes et al., 2007; McKenzie & Tiberghien, 2004; Macken, 2002; Murnane et al., 1999; Smith, 1979, 1982, 1988; Eich, 1985; Nixon & Kanak, 1981; Mandler, 1980; Godden & Baddeley, 1975; DaPolito et al., 1972; Thomson, 1972; Thomson & Tulving, 1970) by also identifying the benefits of configural context to associative memory.

Of interest to our findings regarding the effect of configural congruency to memory is the notion that all individual aspects of the original associative information are recapitulated from encoding to retrieval. It is merely the orientation and configuration of the information that differs. To this point, we posit that a disruption to configural congruency parallels work in the domains of working memory and mental rotation (Anguera, Reuter-Lorenz, Willingham, & Seidler, 2010; Cepeda & Kramer, 1999). That is, mental rotation is a process by which one needs to mentally reorient a visual image until it matches a previously encountered state or target image (Podzepenko, Egan, & Watson, 2002; Corballis, 1997; Cohen et al., 1996; Shepard & Metzler, 1971). Just as mental rotation tasks require participants to mentally rotate a given object back to its original state, we posit that a similar mental reconfiguration is required during associative memory retrieval when responding to associative pairs that are configurally incongruent with that shown at encoding. Importantly, this process may be fundamentally different than the need to recall a missing context as is the case in past work investigating the effect of context changes to item retrieval (Bar, Aminoff, & Schacter, 2008; Hayes et al., 2004, 2007). The current study extends the definition and role of context in memory retrieval to consider not only the presence and absence of specific configural elements but also the orientation of those elements and the influence of orientation to retrieval success.

We extend these behavioral results to show that configural congruency also affects neural processing involved in associative retrieval. Although our overall associative memory success results are consistent with typical associative retrieval studies showing recollection-related activation in the hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus, medial superior frontal gyrus, anterior and posterior cingulate gyrus, angular gyrus, cuneus, and cerebellum (Dennis & McCormick-Huhn, 2018; Wang et al., 2014; van Kesteren, Rijpkema, Ruiter, & Fernández, 2010; Takashima et al., 2007), we see that configural congruency modifies this activation. Extending our investigation of configural congruency to neural functioning, we found that the retrieval of associative pairs presented in an incongruent configural context was met with greater widespread activity across frontoparietal regions including bilateral superior and inferior parietal cortex, bilateral inferior frontal gyrus, right middle frontal gyrus, and right fusiform gyri compared to those retrieved within a congruent context. Within the general retrieval literature, increases in frontoparietal activity have been associated with increases in task difficulty (Gould et al., 2003) associated with a need for greater monitoring, decision-making, and evaluation (Achim & Lepage, 2005; Fellows & Farah, 2005; Rugg, Henson, & Robb, 2003; Rugg, Otten, & Henson, 2002; Ranganath & Paller, 2000). We posit that the difference in the configural context displayed at retrieval with that stored in memory from encoding induces a mismatch of representations that needs to be resolved through monitoring and evaluation processes before producing a memory response. Thus, consistent with the behavioral findings, the neuroimaging results also support the conclusion that the incongruent condition results in a greater cognitive load posed to individuals as they attempt to retrieve the associative link across individual items.

The foregoing heightened activation throughout the frontoparietal monitoring network is observed not only for general associative retrieval (across all targets) but also for successful recollection in the current study and suggests that this activity supports the successful recollection of incongruent associative
pairs. In other words, if heightened activity was observed for all targets but was not prominent during recollection, it would suggest that the observed activity supports search and monitoring processes that are engaged during any retrieval attempt. The similar pattern of heightened activity during both general retrieval and successful recollection suggests that recollection is the driving force behind the differences. Noted above, we suggested a parallel between mental rotation tasks and incongruent associative retrieval, as individuals are likely attempting to mentally rearrange the pair at retrieval to match its original configural context when responding to configurally incongruent trials. Supporting this interpretation, mental rotation tasks are also associated with increased activation across the same frontal and parietal regions observed in the current study (Christophel, Cichy, Helbart, & Haynes, 2015; Gogos et al., 2010; Levin, Mohamed, & Platek, 2005; Diwakar, Carpenter, & Just, 2000; see Zacks, Speer, Swallow, Braver, & Reynolds, 2007, for a review). Moreover, increased activation across the frontoparietal network is modulated as a function of the degree of rotation and has been shown to support successful behavior during mental rotation tasks (Gogos et al., 2010; Milivojevic, Hamm, & Corballis, 2009). Additional work investigating the role of mental rotation in incongruent associative retrieval is needed to fully understand the meaning underlying the observed frontoparietal activation.

Despite the absence of univariate differences in overall levels of neural activation within visual cortices, multivariate analyses that measure differences in patterns of neural activity identified differences across both configural context and contextual congruency at retrieval across occipital ROIs. Specifically, considering both configural context at encoding and contextual congruency at retrieval, patterns of neural activity were distinguishable in both visual cortex, specifically the IOC and MOC, and posterior parietal cortex. Thus, our findings suggest neural patterns at retrieval are discriminable only when separated by both the configural context in which they were originally encoded as well as whether that specific context was maintained at retrieval. Noted in our Methods section, our attempt to train a classifier to identify differences between incongruent and congruent retrieval configurations, irrespective of the configural context shown at encoding (mirroring the foregoing univariate analysis), resulted in no significant classification across our a priori ROIs. This is not altogether surprising, considering our classification results from encoding found that configural context influenced neural patterns of activation across the same visual regions (Dennis et al., 2019). The current finding is consistent with a larger literature that shows that the occipital cortex is sensitive to the physical and categorical properties of visual stimuli (Dennis et al., 2019; Harrison & Tong, 2009; Kapadia, Westheimer, & Gilbert, 2000; Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997; Gibson, 1969) as well as mental imagery paradigms that find early visual cortices maintain information regarding the orientation of a visual image (Naselaris, Olman, Stansbury, Ugurbil, & Gallant, 2015; Albers, Kok, Toni, Dijkerman, & de Lange, 2013; Lee, Kravitz, & Baker, 2012).

The fact that the posterior parietal cortex also shows this same pattern of results is also consistent with a larger retrieval literature showing that the parietal cortex is responsible for processing and storing spatial information of visual stimuli (Ramanan & Bellana, 2019; Crowe, Averbeck, & Chafee, 2010; Kesner, 2009; Vilberg & Rugg, 2008; Cabeza et al., 2002). In considering neural activity within the parietal cortex that can also discriminate between retrieval conditions when accounting for configural context at encoding and subsequent contextual congruency, this complements past work that has shown that the angular gyrus can discriminate patterns of activity elicited by two or more study conditions (Kuhl & Chun, 2014; Johnson, McDuff, Rugg, & Norman, 2009). Specially, this past work has shown frontoparietal regions can discriminate between individual events within memory, part of which is because of the contextual reinstatement of the encoded episode.

Interestingly, whereas univariate contrasts showed greater activity across both frontal and parietal regions for incongruent configural contexts, multivariate analyses found discriminable neural patterns between all four retrieval conditions in parietal cortex, but not our frontal ROI. With respect to the role of each region in mental rotation tasks that have parallel demands to our retrieval task, it has been suggested that, whereas the parietal lobe mediates the specific rotation aspects of the task (Milivojevic et al., 2009; Zacks, 2008; Koshino, Carpenter, Keller, & Just, 2005; Podzzenenko et al., 2002; Jordan, Heinze, Lutz, Kanowski, & Jäncke, 2001; Harris et al., 2000; Carpenter, Just, Keller, Eddy, & Thulborn, 1999; Alivisatos & Petrides, 1997; Cohen et al., 1996), frontal regions undertake monitoring and comparison between the rotated image and the stored representation of the target image. Following from this literature, the current results would suggest that, although the occipital and parietal cortices clearly represent differences in configural context and contextual congruency, the underlying evaluation processes engaged in by frontal cortices may be similar in nature across conditions (e.g., Christophel et al., 2015), albeit heightened for incongruent retrieval. Future work will be needed to further examine this dissociation with respect to contextual congruency in retrieval processes.

In addition to significant differences in neural activation patterns in IOC and MOC at retrieval, our ERS analysis showed that patterns of neural activity were found to be similar across encoding and retrieval in the aforementioned visual regions when considering configural context and configural reinstatement. These findings are indicative of greater recapitulation of visual processes and stored mental representation of associative pairs when viewing associative targets presented in the same configural context across both memory phases. Stronger recapitulation for congruent opposed to incongruent trials supports the TAP theory, which posits that (1) memories are represented in terms of the cognitive operations engaged by an event as it is initially processed and (2) successful memory retrieval occurs when those earlier operations are recapitulated (Rugg et al., 201807).
shown that recapitulation, by way of greater neural pattern similarity between encoding and retrieval, is associated with better memory (e.g., Ritchey et al., 2013; Xue et al., 2010). The current results extend this previous work to show that recapitulation of neural activation within occipital cortices also underlies associative retrieval and that these processes are benefited by maintaining not only the reoccurrence of all individual items but also the contextual congruency with respect to configuration as well. Interestingly, not only did we observe significantly greater correlations between encoding and retrieval activation patterns for congruent associations, but we saw significant anticorrelations in our ERS analysis for incongruent targets in the IOC and MOC. This suggests that, despite the fact that the information in the associative pairs was retained from study to test, altering the configurational context of the pairs from encoding to retrieval leads to unique neural patterns that systematically differ across memory stages (Fox et al., 2005). Although disruptions of contextual congruency across memory phases clearly disrupt the recapitulation of neural patterns from encoding to retrieval, it is unclear whether greater deviation from encoding processes leads to greater detriments in behavior. Future work is needed to understand the behavioral consequences of such anticorrelations in neural activation.

Contrary to our predictions, we did not see any univariate or multivariate differences within the hippocampus. This runs counter to work by Giovanello et al. (2009), who demonstrated greater activation in posterior hippocampus for congruent compared to incongruent word pairs and greater activity in anterior hippocampus for the reverse contrast. This absence of hippocampal differences may be because of the fact that the previous study used words, whereas the present used more salient face–scene associative pairs. Furthermore, the incongruent condition in the previous study involved a reversal of the placement of the word pairs on the screen. As such, it could be that this switch induced a different overall interpretation by the participant of the word meanings, leading to more complex or varied meanings of the associative pair from encoding to retrieval. Although past work has also found that activity in the hippocampus at encoding can be reactivated at retrieval for content-specific information for perceptually associated word pairs (Prince, Daseelaar, & Cabeza, 2005), our findings speak to the idea that contextual congruency may not impact hippocampal processing when the associative meaning is not disrupted, such as the case with objects or face–scene associations. In other words, the meaning-based mental representation of associative word pairs in Giovanello et al. (2009) may be more susceptible to disruption at retrieval by a change in configuration (e.g., word order) than the mental representation of a face–scene pair would be at retrieval. Accordingly, an adjustment to the relative location of the face and scene likely has little impact on their interdependent meaning. Future studies might examine the effect of disrupting meaning with associative pairs on neural processing supporting associative retrieval. Of note, if our threshold was lowered to that reported in the Giovanello study (p < .01 and five contiguous voxels), univariate differences would emerge. Thus, it may also be that the effect size of differences in contextual congruency along the long axis of the hippocampus is relatively small and only emerge at lower thresholds.

**Future Directions**

In light of the current findings, we suggest exploring several future directions with respect to elucidating the neural processes underlying the effect of configural context on associative retrieval. First, given the difficulties older adults face with associative memory (Naveh-Benjamin, 2000), especially when configural context is manipulated (Overman et al., 2018), examining the extent to which a change in configural context impacts neural processing underlying their memory deficit would be highly beneficial to understanding if older adults’ errors arise from similar disruptions in TAP and ERS processing. In addition, it would be interesting to examine whether manipulating configural context in other ways affects neural processing, such as introducing a third retrieval condition in which the pair is presented in a novel configuration pattern that does not mirror the configuration of either of the encoding conditions. Last, because the current paradigm involved retrieving highly salient items, in which the associative meaning did not change as a function of the configural context. It may be interesting to explore whether the degree of stimuli complexity or disruptions to the associative meaning across encoding and retrieval impact differences in visual and MTL processing during associative retrieval.

**Conclusions**

The current results extend prior work showing configural context within association memory is a critical determinant of memory success. In doing so, we expand the definition of context to include the orientation and configuration of associated pairs. As well, the current study demonstrates that configural context as well as configural congruency between encoding and retrieval are critical factors in determining neural processes supporting associative memory retrieval. Mirroring work in the field of mental rotation, we showed that disruptions to the configural context between encoding and retrieval are met with increased neural activation across frontoparietal regions. We posit that this activation supports the need to reconfigure the associative pair to match the encoding configuration before making a memory decision. This increased processing is supported by behavioral findings of greater errors and increased RTs for incongruent compared to congruent associative retrieval. In addition,
patterns of neural activation at retrieval were distinguishable in occipital and parietal cortex only when considering both configural context and contextual congruency. Finally, the ERS results support the behavioral findings and past work promoting TAP, in showing greater neural recapitulation of activation patterns across encoding and retrieval for configural reinstatement.
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